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“The college needed to secure its IT room and at the
same time wanted to maintain a classroom environment,
so we looked at Secur™ as a solution. Secur™did both
and the installation was quick and efficient”
Frank Bridgeman, Site Maintenance & Building Service Manager, Harris City Technology College

• The only product to win the coveted Gold Award Status 
by Sold Secure, the UK’s leading Security Standard’s body
(approved by ACPO – Association of Chief Police Officers). 

That’s why: 

• we are the only real solution to the problem of school 
break-ins.

• more and more schools and universities are installing 
Secur™ from Security Blinds.

burglary protection from Security Blinds 

is the only product that stops break-ins. Full stop!

Burglary protection from Security Blinds



City University (with its twenty thousand
students) were looking for a solution to
strengthen their security. They were
expecting to install a combination of grilles,
laminated glass and traditional blinds but
instead they found a solution which fulfilled
all of their needs in one product - Secur™.

Schools and colleges are increasingly
vulnerable to break-ins due to the many
thousands of pounds being spent on
equipment. Secur™ is being requested
throughout the education sector to protect
these investments (PCs, laptops, projectors,
whiteboards, sports equipment etc) as well
as to secure examination papers (required
by new legislation), confidential data, cash
and access to ground floor student
accommodation.

Uniquely simple, safe, durable, versatile

With the aesthetic appeal of vertical blinds, Secur™ is easily adjustable to control sunlight
and sound thus negating the need for ordinary blinds. They create a safe, natural
environment that is both a break-in deterrent and ‘pupil-proof’!

Steel rods are concealed within each blade incorporating a unique locking mechanism
which allows the blind to operate in the same way as a conventional blind whilst
maintaining the protection of a concealed steel grille. The blinds are mounted on 
the inside of the building and are secured in a steel framework which can be opened 
and closed for cleaning or access to windows in case of an emergency.

In addition to the increasing number of schools and universities specifying Secur™

it has also been installed in buildings owned by the five main high street banks, five
different police forces, special branch, BT, Network Rail, museums, hospitals and 
local authorities.

“It does not make students feel as if they are
in a prison – unlike the approach we would
have traditionally taken with security grilles.”
Bernadette Duncan, City University’s Head of Security Services, 
Telecommunications and Safety Liaison Office
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